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Scope of this report

Geography Industry Services

Global Cross-industry IT and business 

process services

Background of the research

The year 2024 calls for businesses to focus on achieving heightened efficiency while operating with leaner resources and prioritizing revenue growth through streamlined efforts and 

cost-reduction strategies. Even though the fear of challenging macroeconomic conditions and geopolitical adversities persists, enterprises maintain a growth outlook on the transformative 

potential of emerging technologies. While the global IT-BP services industry is expected to see modest growth, the GBS model is expected to gain higher traction. The continued talent 

demand-supply gap may drive GBS to look for alternatives to bridge this gap to ensure that their growth momentum is maintained going forward. Productivity and resilience are set to take 

center stage in the technological landscape, with cautious progress in gen AI adoption despite high interest. This report provides perspectives on how the leading GBS organizations have 

been impacted in 2023 and are planning to deliver accelerated value in 2024 and beyond.

Methodology

Our global services market key issues research is based on annual surveys that capture the pulse of the market on the key aspects of the global sourcing industry. This report presents the 

results of a study we conducted in October and November 2023 with senior GBS stakeholders to understand their thoughts as they undertook planning for 2024.

Report focus

⚫ Top business challenges and critical business model changes in 2024

⚫ Outlook and priorities for 2024

⚫ Key themes defining the IT-BP industry during these uncertain times

Background, methodology, and scope of the research
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There are several different definitions of Global Business Services (GBS) within the industry, 

Everest Group uses the term GBS in the following context

In context of this report, GBS…

⚫ is an operating model construct for global services sourcing and management

⚫ …is responsible for setup and management of company-owned delivery centers (i.e., Global In-house centers, captives, and shared services) 

or management of outsourcing relationships

⚫ …can include onshore, nearshore, and offshore delivery centers

⚫ …covers a broad variety of services including business process services, operations (both back office and middle office), technology services, 

and engineering services

⚫ …usually focuses on F&A, HR, procurement, etc., but can include pure-play technology centers (known as Global Delivery Centers, or Global 

Technology Centers) or pure-play engineering centers (known as Global Engineering Centers)

Note: The market size estimates for GBS market in this research only covers workforce employed by global companies in their GBS organization and company-owned (fully or partially) delivery centers across nearshore, and offshore geographies. We have 

excluded any third-party outsourcing teams managed by GBS, while sizing the GBS market for this research
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Summary of key messages

Emerging themes and action to prepare for in 2024

Embrace the optimization wave 

in 2024
Achieving more with less: continue 

capitalizing on the untapped potential

of the global service delivery model

The GBS model will see even

higher traction
Unlocking accelerated benefits: pivot to

a capability-first mindset and implement 

structural changes to optimize your model

Talent development (beyond just 

acquisition) will take center stage
Invest in your future: elevate your talent 

through targeted L&D initiatives

GBS organizations will likely see 

location diversification with drivers such 

as customer-centricity becoming critical

Go where the talent is! Be prepared to bet on 

some dark horses (e.g., tier 2/3 locations) for 

future growth

Tighter integration with the 

enterprise will define the next 

wave of GBS evolution

Invest in driving and articulating value 

(beyond cost arbitrage)
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Despite macroeconomic uncertainty, industry expects to remain resilient Gen AI to witness cautious adoption

Enterprises are pivoting towards GBS model Tighter integration with enterprise to help GBS evolve 

This reports offers insights into how leading enterprises have been impacted in 2023 and 

are planning to accelerate value as 2024 unfolds

6%
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37%

32%

10%
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11%

39%
36%

6%

Decrease significantly (more
than 5% decrease)

Decrease moderately
(5-15%)

Nearly flat
(+5% to -5%)

Increase moderately
(5-15%)

Increase significantly
(more than 15%)

2023 2024
Expected change to global services (outsourcing and GBS) budget in 2024

Percentage of enterprise respondents

Cybersecurity

Cloud 

solutions

Advanced 

automation, cognitive

Big data 

analytics Generative AI

2024 rank 1 2 3 4 5

2023 rank 2 1 4 3 New addition in 2024

Expected 

growth in spend

Top digital/next-generation investments for the next 6-12 months

Ranking based on percentage of enterprise respondents selecting 

as high priority

Significant (more than 6%)Moderate (4 to 5%)Low (2 to 3%)Growth in spend

Expected shift in sourcing model

Based on percentage of respondents expecting an increase across 

different sourcing models

Expected increase in demand by sourcing model across functions

Based on percentage of respondents expecting a change

Outsourcing 

to providers

Global Business 

Services (GBS)

39%

48%
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IT

BP

CXM

Outsourcing to providersBusiness Services (GBS) Global
Provide labor arbitrage

Build deep process, domain, 

and technology expertise
Impact customer journeys

Drive product/service

innovation

Contribute to the top-

line growth

Provide strong governance 

(reduce risk) and control 

over service delivery

Align with the culture and 

business goals

Create a competitive 

advantage 

for the enterprise

Provide enterprise 

business continuity
Build internal and external 

partnerships

Enable cross-pollination of 

ideas and best-practices 

across business units
Standardize and harmonize

Drive productivity 

(including automation)

Accelerate the shift 

toward new business 

models

Improve talent 

management

for the enterprise

Act as a global hub 

for critical and niche 

capabilities 

Traditional levers of GBS value creation Additional levers of value creation to develop a holistic view
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